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I have same problem with some of my users, and I thought I discovered the cause after some trial and error, but now I'm stuck again. I created a custom element which generates a
message box when it is clicked. The 'onclick' behaviour is not calling the method in the associated function (if the function itself is triggered through a click event, everything works

as expected): Alert button This can also be seen here: The function to be called is written in the outer element, the button. I tried adding a second button to the inner element,
which is also triggering the alert box, but the onclick in the inner element doesn't call the function of the outer element. I have tried the following, with no success: Sending the

event using.addEventListener and.click Using event delegation using addEventListener, but used another function to catch the event How would this situation be properly
described? Or is there any special trick that I need to do? I really would like to keep the encapsulation of adding elements to different'sandboxes'. Thank you! A: The problem is that

your event callback function is actually never being invoked, because your handlers for these events are never hooked up to your elements. So, when you create your document,
you have to use the createElement function to "hook up" your event handlers. In your case, you would have to do something like this: document.createElement('button').onclick =
function() { myCallbackFunction(); }; Q: How to set variable from input value to the next script This is an average fuel calculator for Windows Mobile devices. It uses Javascript and

PHP. The problem I am having is that a "fuel type" variable can be set in the HTML input box called "Fuel Type". I need the fuel type to be set inside the next script but I am not sure
how to do it. It would look something like this. if (fuel == "Petrol") fuelType = "Petrol"; else if (fuel == "Diesel") fuelType = "Diesel"; else if (fuel == "CNG") fuelType =
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